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Abstract. Theme park, as a kind of theme and fast development of tourism industry,
effectively breaks through the traditional tourism resources development model, and
has been widely concerned and studied. In the experience economy today, in the face of
a large number of tourist attractions, tourists have more choice of opportunities, tourists
will choose what kind of scenic spots, depends on the perception of tourists and travel
behavior. The in Happy Valley, Wuhan City as an example, starting from the
perspective of experience, explore urban residents of theme park tourism impact
perception and attitude. The results showed that (1) the residents of Wuhan city of
Happy Valley project bring positive effects have a positive perception (2) for the
residents of Wuhan city of theme parks and regional economic integration, especially
the relationship between the artificial environment and the natural environment has the
new understanding of (3) for the residents of Wuhan city of Happy Valley further
development of a very positive attitude. Connotation analysis the operating experience
of Happy Valley, focusing on the theme park to experience the process of creation and
experience the value of innovation, according to the research results, proposed
countermeasures and suggestions on improving the visitor loyalty, for the operation
and development of the theme park in China looking for some reference.

1 Introduction

The theme park is based on a particular theme, the use of modern science and
technology and multi-level activities set, set a number of entertainment and leisure
elements of the reception facilities and services in one of the modern tourist destination.
Appears as a new tourism development patterns in the 50s of the 20th century in the
United States, by Walter. Founded by Disney in the United States Southern California
Disneyland, which is in the world first has the modern significance of the theme park.
Disneyland Park opened in July 1955, it immediately became the most visibility and
popularity of theme parks in the world, it abandoned the single mechanical amusement
park properties, enable visitors to be personally on the scene to obtain a unique
experience. Due to the theme park can bring huge economic benefits and social benefits,
in the economically developed regions, the theme park get rapid development, after
decades of development has become an important part of tourism activities in an. The
rise of the theme parks in China started in the end of 1980s, Shenzhen overseas Chinese
town group to create the theme park in China. As a large entertainment projects, the
development of the Theme Park attracted wide attention of scholars at home and abroad,
the world tourism organization has the three major trends for the development of the
tourism industry is one of the.
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According to the different topics and theme parks have the following types, biological
landscape theme parks, such as Qingdao underwater world; historical and cultural
theme park, such as Shenzhen Splendid China, Xi'an Datang Furong garden; folk
culture theme park, such as the China Folk Culture Village; exotic theme park, such as
the Beijing World Park; base of movie and TV culture, such as octahedral Hengdian
group Mountain movie and television city; leisure class, such as happy valley,
Shenzhen; sports class, such as Shanghai Oriental Oasis. Since the 21st century, China
has entered a boom in the construction of a new round of large-scale theme parks, such
as OCT Happy Valley in Shenzhen, Beijing, Chengdu, Shanghai and other places have
been successfully opened, and Xi'an Datang Furong Garden opened, completed
development of the theme park in a certain extent boost the city's development and
transformation.

"Experience economy", the term first appeared in Alvin. Toffler wrote in 1970 "future
shock", he believes that the experience economy is after the wave of agricultural
economy, industrial economy and service economy and development of new wave. In
this new economic form, more emphasis on the "experience" satisfaction, which bring
new opportunities for the development of the tourism industry. Theme park just cater to
the experience economy era tourists experience demand, it its unique cultural content,
combined with modern science and technology culture means, the moment to meet
individual tourists, realize self value demand. Theme park and experience economy
exists between the contact and experience economy means is to create a happy, and this
with the theme park for visitors to provide happy experience fit, from the point of view
of demand and supply, the theme park is the experience economy era of typical
products.

2 Review of relevant literature

In academia, theme park although it has become the focus of more and more attention
of scholars, but related research literature is very limited, mainly concentrated in the
following aspects: theme park concept (Bao Jigang, 1994; Hai Rui Li, Xing bin Wang,
1995); theme park development process (MA Bo, 1999); theme park location selection
(Wang, 2000; Wang Wenjuan, 2010; Tan Xiao, 2015); theme park development
problems and Countermeasures Research (Kun Yao left, 1998; Guo Tai Yan, 1998;
Dong Guanzhi, 1999; Ma Yong, 2004); theme park operations management (Jiandian,
2000; Jin Bo, 2001) etc.. From the research content, the existing research mainly
focuses on the concept and connotation of theme park, operation management, location
selection and so on. From the perspective of research methods, the research results are
described in the relevant research, qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis of the use
of mathematical methods for quantitative analysis. From the research perspective,
mainly analyzes the construction and development of the theme park from the angle of
management and technology, lack of research based on the demand of tourist
experience.

Based on the above analysis, this paper from the perspective of tourists, through
statistical analysis, an empirical study of Wuhan Happy Valley, and the Happy Valley
of Wuhan construction of the advantages and disadvantages are analyzed. The research
content of this paper will enrich the theme park in theory, in practice, can also provide a
scientific basis for the construction and evaluation of the theme park.
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3 Research background

Wuhan Happy Valley in April 2012 opened Yingbin, Shenzhen Overseas Chinese town
in the central China's effort to create a composite type, the ecotype and innovative in the
large cultural park. Wuhan overseas Chinese town project is located in the north shore
of the lake, as the fifth station in happy valley national strategic layout, Wuhan Happy
Valley inherited the OCT chuangxiang cultural core, Happy Valley project covers an
area of about 35 square meters, the Boulevard of dreams, cartoon factory, happy hour,
the speed of the world, fishing island light, feather fall heaven, hurricane Bay, joy
Jiangcheng eight subject area composition, a new set 100 a number of entertainment
experience in the project, including 30 a number of recreational equipment, more than
40 human ecological landscape, 10 multiple cultural arts boutique and 20 a number of
themed entertainment experience. And Wuhan happy valley also has Asia's first
Shuanglong wooden roller coaster, domestic biggest artificial wave making beach,
largest indoor home digital entertainment center, Wuhan largest professional theater 50
a number of recreational facilities. Happy Valley located in the central region is a
breakthrough and innovation to the traditional theme park layout theory, has brought
the profound influence to the economic development of Wuhan city and tourism
development, boosting the Wuhan urban development and industrial structure upgrade.

4 Visitors to the Happy Valley of Wuhan

4.1 Sample survey

On the basis of existing literature, this study were visitors to Wuhan Happy Valley
experience of questionnaire design, the investigation object mostly from residents of
Wuhan City, the survey site selection in Wuhan Happy Valley at the exit. Survey taken
is a pair of questionnaires issued, a total of 523 questionnaires were issued, 523
recovery, the recovery rate of 410, of which 100% valid questionnaires, the effective
rate of 78.4%. In this paper, the use of SPSS, EXCEL software for statistical analysis,
and then come to the conclusion. The analysis method used in the analysis is the mean
analysis, the flat rate analysis, the degree of satisfaction analysis.

From the survey data can be obtained to Wuhan Happy Valley theme park visitors
individual basic information and travel information. General tourists sex, male to
female ratio was essentially flat, slightly more than the proportion of men, respectively
52.37% and 47.63%; age, all ages are tourists, but mainly concentrated in the (15-45)
years old accounted for relatively large, reached 70.23%, 29.77% in the sample of
elderly patients is the main object, attracting Wuhan Happy Valley theme park is the
youth and middle-aged market, which is mainly based on the large-scale cultural park
of Wuhan Happy Valley complex, ecological and innovative; occupation, scattered, no
centralized occupation; income, surveyed tourists with medium income, less high
income groups; the level of education, junior college and Bachelor degree or above
accounted for the majority of, the ratio was 77.32%, indicating Wuhan Happy Valley
tourist degree is relatively high; in the source, mainly concentrated in other areas of the
city, the province .

4.2 tourists' perception of Wuhan Happy Valley theme park

Survey data show that visitors to Wuhan is the overall evaluation of Happy Valley
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theme park is in a good level,29.03% of the tourists are very satisfied with the Wuhan
Happy Valley theme park, 48.35% visitors satisfied, 20.52% believe that in general,
also a handful of visitors (2.1%) that is relatively poor, which reflects the majority of
tourists in Wuhan, Happy Valley is recognized, basically satisfied with the overall
experience for sightseeing; whether it will revisit Wuhan Happy Valley on the choice of
the selection of the largest proportion, the proportion reached 49.7%, indicating that the
Happy Valley in Wuhan to realize the sustainable development ability is weak, must
enhance the visitor experience value, and then improve the revisit rate; whether in
Wuhan Happy Valley will recommend to friends and family issues, recommend the
proportion is 52.7%, the data reflect the theme park of Wuhan Happy Valley has a
certain reputation. In the open question and answer, visitors reflect the lack of
characteristics of the project settings, the improvement of the opinion is that the project
should increase the ecological and cultural elements.

The use of the 5 point scale of the "very disagree, disagree, general, agree, very agree,"
scoring 5 points, respectively, as "1, 2, 3, 5, 4", the Wuhan Happy Valley tour
motivation survey. Survey items were admiring and alleviate pressure of life, the
pursuit of new tourism experience, accompanied by friends, Happy Valley Recreation
project experience and other five projects. Survey data from the point of view, the
tourists motivation platoon in the first place is to ease the pressure of life, so the theme
park in the project settings to give full play to the entertainment project function; came
in second place is admiring, indicating that tourists are out of curiosity psychological
experience to Wuhan Happy Valley; third is the pursuit of new tourism experience,
which with Wuhan Happy Valley heavy capital introduction of global top amusement
equipment has a close contact. Ranked fourth is the experience of the Happy Valley
entertainment project, which shows that tourists to Happy Valley's pleasure project is
expected to be higher, the greater the potential for development.

To investigate the satisfaction of tourists to the Happy Valley in Wuhan, through the
perception of the early stage and the actual experience, to find out the weak links in
Happy Valley theme park, and improve the ability of sustainable development. Projects
include the overall environment within the theme park; II Theme Park leisure facilities;
the price of tickets; recreation equipment; the ecological humanities landscape; the
cultural arts program quality; the themed entertainment game; the theme park road
signs within; anlyses tour guide commentary; the theme park staff and service quality;]
11 tourist souvenirs. From the tourist point of view of an urgent need to improve the
staff service quality, tourism souvenir; to reach the tourists experience value and need
to continue to improve the theme park in the overall environment, recreation equipment,
ecological and cultural landscape, cultural arts program quality, themed entertainment
game; to visitors experience value is not too big effect is the tour guide commentary
words, Theme Park landmark.

5 Suggestions for further development of Happy Valley in Wuhan

The theme of Wuhan Happy Valley is clear, and the Happy Valley has always been the
purpose of the service for tourists to make happy. Park facilities, architecture,
landscape layout, for tourists offers a variety of types of experience, but in current
domestic theme park with the increasingly fierce market competition, Wuhan Happy
Valley must grasp the essence of the theme park, innovation and enhance the visitor
experience value.
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5.1 Experience items to be updated

Experience project refers to the theme park of the equipment and facilities, is used to
achieve the tourist experience of the visible carrier. With the advent of the experience
economy era, people have more to pursue the experience of the material that the
experience of demand, increase the tourist experience is the theme park to enhance the
competitiveness of priority. The factors that affect the tourists' experience come from
many aspects, such as the mood, physical strength and spirit of tourists. Disneyland is
popular with tourists, and its theme of entertainment and cultural connotation is not
open. In contrast, Wuhan Happy Valley although some landscape and advanced
recreational facilities, but has not yet formed a organic whole, still need to coordinate
the layout of the park attractions, avoid hot and cold items get together from, and
innovation, constantly enrich tourist experience, meet visitors like entertainment needs.

5.2 To enhance the quality of the park service

Theme park to make visitors feel happy, not only to rely on the scene, facilities, but also
to have business philosophy and human services. Such as Disneyland's business
philosophy is to spread happiness for the purpose that tourists to provide quality service
as the core, tourists in Disneyland can always feel the staff caring service and the warm
reception, the pleasant experience let visitors impression deep, evaluation of Disney's
high. Staff education level and the ability of personality differences, to make visitors
feel happy experience from the details of the service, you need a high level of
management and strict training.

5.3 Profit model needs to be diversified

Ticket is the main source of income of Wuhan Happy Valley theme park, this profit
model is too single, to continue to develop, should be actively looking for suitable
projects, and constantly expand their industrial chain. Therefore, the theme park not
only to pay attention to the traffic, but also to be concerned about the experience of
tourists. Profit model diversified development, is conducive to promoting the theme
park within the theme of the update, to achieve a virtuous circle of theme park
development.

5.4 Rich visitors to participate in interactive

Enhancing the interactive nature of tourists is particularly important to promote the
sustainable development of the theme park. To get a feel for the rich to enhance visitor
experience, from four aspects to create: entertainment experience, entertainment
experience is a theme park to attract tourists, thrilling rides, wonderful performances,
tourists immersed in entertainment to bring the happy experience. Participate in the
activities of the project to have educational experience, to meet the needs of tourists to
explore the field of vision, access to knowledge. To visit Happy Valley, is a tourist hope
to experience a sense of the real life can not be obtained, the theme park can use some
high-tech facilities and equipment to create exciting activities. In order to enhance the
aesthetic experience of tourists, theme parks can highlight the unique nature of Happy
Valley by means of modern science and technology, so that visitors can experience a
kind of aesthetic pleasure.

5.5 Build visitor information database
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Collect and collate information in a timely manner, through the analysis of tourists'
psychology, behavior, and so on. Through the feedback of information to adjust the
Wuhan Happy Valley marketing strategy formulation and implementation, the Wuhan
Happy Valley Theme Park can better meet the needs of the tourists in the experience
economy era of emotional needs, sense needs and self value realization needs.
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